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GENERATION REGENERATION 

Annie Rix Militz 

My study of Annie Rix Militz is based primarily on her writings ,:, "Gen-
eration and Regeneration". It is interesting in the similarities of Annie 
and Charles Fillmore in their belief system and yet the difference in 
their approach on this subject. 

Annie preceives the key to the perfect fulfillment of our creative de-
sires is man's right understanding of the relationship of the sexes and 
how his misunderstanding has treated it superficially and mysteriously. 
Man has treated it materially and as a religious tenet. 

She describes generation as bringing forth after the flesh and regenerat-
ion as bringing after the spirit. 

The first question asked upon our arrival on earth is, what sex is it. 
Sex then becomes the most vital, decisive and important issue from the 
beginning to the ultimate of every marked era. 

We are all playing a part in taking uponoourselves this appear̂ jtfice of sex. 
In our true being, our whole being, no such expression of division takes 
place. The word sex comes from the Latin sectum-to cut off, to separate-
and this shows the belief in the Race mind that is as old as man's think-
ing- the belief that one sex is not complete without the other. In truth, 
we are spirit or soul, and one with God and we never had a beginning and 
will never have an end, being the expression, "the image and likeness," of 
God who is without beginning of years or end of days. 

Moses in the first chapter of Gen. declared, we are made in the image of 
one who is both male and female, the two in one, therefore in our real 
being we are the two in one, whole, perfect, without any devision. Other 
seers who advocated this message were Swedenborg and Plato. Swedenborg, 
declares that in the highest heaven, man is a sphere-as Celestial Being, 
he is both male and female in one. Plato, describes this sphere as being 
halved inr.some mysterious way at the time of incarnation, and therefore 
each half is ever seeking its mate. Both Plato and Swedenborg had 
higher concepts than they could express, and they themselves ascribed 
their power to the fact that they obeyed and inner voice that kept them 
from marriage. The li<?"ht which such masters had, which Paul had and 

its 

Jesus Christ, that shows the way of attainment to be not in the ordinary 
flesh marriage, but in surmounting it-that light we invoke, as we hold 
to our perfection, that we are complete within ourselves, and that "there 
is neither male nor female; for ye are all one in Christ Jesus," Gal.3:28) 

To those who still feel that there is something to be finished in the 
life of generation, let their wisdom trust in the great law that is 
working out our destiny according to the highest ideal. That the one 
who is to mate you in this life will come to you, or you to that one, 
without any thought, most easily, no effort, directly, fully and happily 
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if all thought is removed from sex, and one seeks only the will of God. 
The reason of much mismating and divorces is the false idea, that one must 
hunt one's mate and seize that one at the opportune moment, or perhaps 
lose the joy of one's life by a false step or other mischance. Many 
of us never meet an new acquaintance without inquiring, "Is this the one?" 
We need to dismiss all thoughts of haste and worry as to the right mate or 
one's soul, mate, then the law which brings them into right generation 
could operate with the least resistance, and whatever they were to work 
out together could be in perfect symbolism, with the least possible un-
happiness and the greatest advancement, that could be in generation, 
toward the regeneration. The human being who slAll resemble your soul-self 
will come to you at the right moment and under the right circumstances. 

The human being who shall resemble your soul-self will come to you because 
it is appointed by the great Good of each one's life in order to dis-
cipline us out of all relationships and mere human attachments. A fair 
ff̂ tit of two lives lived close to the Spirit and better able to work out 
the good of humanity together than apart. We must trust in the Spirit 
to accomplish this good in our lives, as well as other forms of Good 
that our hearts may desire. * 

You have an ideal of the one who would be your best mate and most sat-
isfactory but are you fit? Are you ready for that one? Would it not 
be a trial for that one to live with you? These are the questions asked 
by Annie. Consider this, and know that the only way for you to be an 
companion of an angel is to be an angel yourself. 

r 

Therefore seek the union with God. Turn your mind away from mere human 
approval and satisfaction and you will attain the former and not miss 
the latter. "Truly, thy Maker is thine husband; the Lord of hosts is 
His name; The God of the whole earth shall he be called" r^sa. 54:6) and 
you, who feel the need of a httsband after the flesh may find yourselves 
with out that sense of need, or on the other hand, the desire perfectly 
fulfilled by seeking first the one Husband to us all. 

Annie writes , So man you who seek a bride that shall be a fair com-
panion remember "The Spirit and the bride say come (Rev. 22:]7) and your 
true Bride is the great soul of all, which-is your own soul in its 
perfection, seek the union with your own sutkl, that you may have a 
fit companion for your spiritual nature. Seek the union with God and 
withdraw the mind from desire to please woman, and you shall find that 
you receive the Spirit, and the earthly mate will not be refused you, 
if you still feel that you must have a companion in this spiritual life. 

The earthly union, called marriage, is the symbol of the divine union 
with God, and therefore it becomes a sacrament, and the language of 
the Spirit, describing the entrance into heavenly places and a realization 
of heavenly joys. There is but one union in all beings, the union with-
God, therefore the marriage in which one finds oneself should receive 
all fidelity and picture forth the union with one, only. In the perfect 
symbolism there is no divorce. Divorce is death and is only a compro-
mise. Nevertheless, it is allowable where hearts are hard, and suffering 
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is acute, and they who find themselves crucified should be at the place 
where they are through with the marriage of the flesh and ready for the 
union with God. . 

As long as the flesh draws us and we feel that it is necessary to our 
manifestation we should have high, noble, pure ideals of marriage, and 
even when we have set aside the flesh as a necessity for our happiness 
and good to the Spirit alone as the real substance which shall shine 
through this flesh, we should never despise the institution of marriage, 
but, like Paul, declare marriage is honorable in all, and to be kept 
free from sin or uncleaness in every way. The marriage act should be 
approached with the most sacred feelings of its purity and oneness with 
love, while it may not be an act filled with the intention or purpose of 
reproduction. It should not refuse the union of thejangels (Matt. ]9:]4) 

The desire for things and persons hypnotizes many who are seeking freedom. 
This is the root of being drawn into new relations and experiences that 
in the enqbring only sorrow and bitter fruit to humanity. People seek 
marriage for its assurance of support and the price they pay is very 
high and often it proves the poorest of investments, yet the fear of 
non-support and the clinging to the relationship. The looking to 
people for satisfaction also deludes humanity. Wisdom reveals to us 
that all this mortal existence is a kind of spell under which we came 
even before birth. We will continue under this spell until either 
through suffering or revelation we accept the Truth, and begin to break 
the bonds that have been wound about us. , 

The problems of life may be stated in three ways corresponding to the 
three crises of our life that is; birth, marriage, death. These are 
forms of one condition and so much alike are they that to solve the 
problem under one form, is to find the solution of the other two. In 
all three of these states, we leave a former condition and relation-
ship and enter into a new environment with new associations, some-
times quite the opposite, at least very different from what we ex-
perienced before. 

By birth we leave the pre-existent state, to which most of us are 
strangers. That is, we do not remember what has taken place before 
we were born. This memory cannot be restored until, at least a measure 
of our attachment of any kind, biases i\s,, obscures our visions and 
make lapses in our memory. Detachment takes away the mental congestion 
and restriction, and allow our memory to flow like unconfined waters, 
into what ever channel we please to direct it. As soon as we are born 
we have new relations and new surroundings that we have not had before. 

In marriage, these two changes are seen very much more plainly because 
the conditions and the relationships of both the old and the new stand 
out distinctly in the memory. Both the bride and the bridegroom must 
turn from their former families and homes and enter into new families as 
well as environment and new views. Thus is marriage a kind of new 
birth and at the same time a kind of death. Again, the same thing take pla 
when one dies. 
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We leave the old family, the old conditions, and enter into a new 
plane where everything is quite,as we enter into a new creation. 

J / f f & K CrJ r 
Some children when they are born, bring in memories of the pre-ex-
istence state, but the most part these.; memories are lost. 

In marriage, we retain the ability to look upon both states and make 
comparisons. So also in death, although the connections is not so close 
between the cause and their effect as in marriage. 

We who are now on this earth plane have not solved the problem of birth 
if we will take the right attitude toward marriage. The same reasons 
lie back of the entrance into marriage, on the part of most people, 
that were the cause of their entrance into this earth-plane by birth, 
namely, the desire for certain new experiences, a new knowledge, a 
seeking for satisfaction in companionship, for an assurance of a 
rounded or perfect life; curiosity, passion even spite and revenge are 
some of the forms of this hypnotism; again the desire to do good a kind 
of self sacrifice and a thousand other reasons are common to our en-
tering marriage and our entering into birth. 

The problem of life may be put into the form of three question, apply-
ing to each of three states. Birth, what is the cause of birth? How 
May one avoid birth? If one has entered into birth, how ma,y one be de-
livered from it? Marriage, what is the cause of marriage? How may 
one avoid marriage? How to be delivered? Death, what is the cause 
of death? How may death be avoided? How may one be delivered? 

It is no new teaching that we have existed before, and that we continue to 
incarnate until we get that Truth. We are immortals without be-
ginning or end. Therefore, we have existed before birth as we shall 
continue after the appearance called death. What were we doing in that 
state before our present' existence? Naturally, we were doing the same thine 
that we are doing now. Incarnation might be compared to the days of 
the week . Each morning is like a new birth. The clothing we wear is 
like new bodies_._ It is not necessary for us to incarnate again but_ to 
finish it now. Every time a human being descends into birth, the old 
story of Eden is repeated, and man is casT" out of the delectable Garden. 
According to the Hindu teaching there are three great causes for every 
birth or rebirth. Tamas, Rajas, Sattvas. The first signifies a drift-
ing, an inertia, torpidity, as though one came in, as in a crowd, with-
out any special purpose or reason. Like people moving along the street, 
or join with a mob in an idle, unthinking way. , so thousands drift 
idly into this world because they are uninstructed and know no way, or 
reason for keeping out of it. The second class is the passionate. It ;.. 
may be lust or revenge, some other fond desire or strong feeling, hatred 
toward certain enemies have drawn person into birth, just as surely as 
inordinate affection for certain personalities. The third class is that 
of goodness enlightment, the desire to do good "and to give good. 
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It is according to which predominates, what will be the nature of the 
associations, environment and the experiences of the one who is born/ 

We gravitate toward those who are like ourselves and to whom we have 
known before, the old adage, "Birds of a feather will flock together. 
Therefore we seem to have traits common with our family. We do not get 
these from each other, but we have come together because we are alike. 
We really inherit from ourselves. We are our own ancestors, and we only 
suffer through the sins of ourselves. We are wise if we no longer 
blame our parents or grandparents,but see to it that we overcome the 
traits within ourselves. 

We gravitate toward the doors of generations that offer us the least 
resistance and most naturally, are born among our own descendants. 

There is great speculation as to how long it takes between incarnations. 
The Hindus claim about a thousand years. Whereupon the Hebrews felt it 
was very quickly. 

It was considered an innovation on the part of the Hebrews at the time 
of Jesus Christ, to believe in a heaven after death , or a hell after 
death, and as something borrowed from the surrounding nations, but JEsus 
showed that the Pharisees were nearer ri«jht in this regard than the 
Sadducees who believed that there was no consciousness when there was 
no physical body. It is unto one according to his belief, and also 
according to certain laws of cause and effect, which must be carried 
out. This is all in the realm of supposition. 

It is the unborn children that are pursuing their descendants, desiring 
them to receive them for further incarnation, that often make matches 
in marriage. They overshadow the young man and the young woman until 
each sees in the other the beauty, grace, innocence and strength of the 
unborn one who is there. They are drawn irresistibly together and 
when the child is conceived, sometimes the work is quite finished 
between the pair, and their love seems to fly. It is ignorance concern-
these laws that makes so many sad mistakes in the mating of young 

men and women. These little unborn children are the little cupids 
that are making the matches, and the child that is born first is the one 
most instrutmental in mating the pair., thus is said to build the house, 
and therefore^naturally becomes the heir of all the house contains. This 
is the occult cause of the law of primo-geniture. The brothers and sis-
ters are, in many cases , retainers, old friends, associates with the 
elder one. 

Sometimes the child is so assertive and agressive that it breaks down 
all barriers of convention and law and whether these is marriage or 
not, the couple are forced together under a kind of hypnotic spell becflecse 
child^to come. 

Will y -
There is a Gospel in the Invisible that can be heard by these who are 
not yet conceived, and they can be made to watT", and instead of passing 
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through the gates of the fleshly father and mother, they may enter 
upon the earth finally, when Jesus Christ shall come with a great host of 
those who"have been obedient and who have waited. Rebirth must cease. 
Rebirth is the second death, to which no one need be subject who is 
looking to the Christ, or a messenger of the Christ in the ivvisible. 
"On such the second death hath no power but Cthey shall be priests of God 
and of Christ and shall reign with him a thousand years" (Rev. 20:6). 
These children do not need to be born; they can come as the angels 
came to Abraham, walking, in the flesh, in forms fullgrown and per-
fecr"; but in order to be able to hear these instructions from the wise 
ones in the Invisible, one must have had some cooperation with the Christ 

Lfefore one .died the'previous incarnation, that is-; conscious' light as to 
the Christ, and a looking to Jesus Christ for direction. 

Every soul that is backof an incarnation is as great as every other sQul 
but each brings îi a different character to be worked out. Sometimes 
so-called prenatal influences are the influences of the little children 
upon their mothers, as well as the mother's thought upon them, and 
when a prospective mother appears to be very different in her dis-
position during pregnane^, it is because the child is dominating the 
mother. If the mother will control herself and learn to communicate 
with the little one as though it were a living soul and could co-
operate, she will find that certain things can be worked out before it s 
is born, and both have an advantage. A child's train«N<| in character 
can begin with its conception. ' 

We no longer need to say, "Why was I born? I did not bring myself here, 
and I am not responsible for the past." 

We can erdicate the desire for experiences, which has caused us to come. 
We can put from us the thought, or belief of the necessity of making 
reparation or atonement for wrongs done. We can put aside all the ght 
thoughts that cause rebirth, will also deliver us from the psycho^ 
logical influences that cause men and women to marry; and likewise, re-
pudiate the subtleties that have drawn human beings into marriage and, 
seeking the union with God only, will save one from the maelstrom of re-

The three causes of birth interpreted as to marriage may be described as 
(])Tamas, the drifting into marriage because everybody else does, and it -
would be a swimming against hhe current not to do so. Its hard to some 
to appear "queer" or "an old maid" or a misogomist. (2) Rajas, passion 
hunger for experience or for companionship, or for offspring. (3) Sattvas, 
desire to do good, even to sacrificing oneself for the sake of one's 
family, or to reform another, etc. 

. h ••- f •- • - - . . -• - v 

Nothing but Brinciple can save some «>p us from this, age-honored in-
stitution. Others are being helped from marriage by an innate resist-
ance, others by circumstance or fate. Jesus described three ways by 
which men and women have been withheld from marriage, thus: 
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"All men cannot receive this saying save they to whom it is given. 
For there are some eunuchs who were so born from their mother's womb; 
and there are some eunuchs which were made eunuchs of men; and there 
be eunuchs, which have made themselves eunuchs for the kingdom of 
heavens sake. He that is able to recieve it let him receive it." Matt. ]i 

The hunger for the companionship passes away with the love of God. The 
desire to bring forth offspring passes away through developing the Christ 
child within oneself. The hunger for knowledge is gratified through our 
knwing that we have the omnipotent mind, and remembering that, and 
opening ouselves to all knowledge, whether it is in the real or on the 
plane of appearances, through the Christ consciousness and love, we become 
one with every human being and we know their experiences, their feelings, 
and all that they pass through without ourselves passing through them. 

The desire for motherhood is probably the most legitimate and the high-
est incentive for a woman to marry. But if she will realize that she is or 
repeating the experiences of previous incarnations, through which she 
has been trhough thousands of time , the desire will leave her and she 
will enter into the universal mostherhood, and bring forth the Christ-
child in human beings, all round about her, leaving the bringing forth 
of the flesh-body to other mothers who do not know what she knows. 

The desire for the holy, sweet compansionship of a pure woman, who will 
open up one's interior consciousness to the spiritual deeps of one's 
whole nature, is the truest desire and thought, that can lead a man to 
marriage. But if one will remember that every human woman has much to 
work out, in order to show her divine feminine, the wise man will wait 
on the Spirit, and not hurry into marriage. He may make the discovery, 
as the assurance comes to the woman who are his friends that he desires 
no fleshly contact, that he will receive all that is sweetest and best 
in the divine feminine nature, and escape the trials and sorrows of 
the human feminine. Women become as abandoned as children in the pre-
sence of a pure man. They may be ignorant as to his doctrines; they only 
know his heart. They themselves may not have overcome and, in con-
sequence, become a temptation to him; and sometimes he falls. But if 
both the man and the woman can be strong through the Christ-knowledge thei 
is no more ideal companionship than this. It is heaven on earth. The 
ccreative forces no longer dominated by sex importunity, rise into 
greater and finer and higher expressions in art, science and a spirit-
ual development practically unknown in the mere sense-man, 

The seed no longer drawn outward to express the flesh body of other human 
beings, passes through the fine alchemy of the spiritual life, building 
an interior body of fineness and strength which eventually takes the 
place of this physical body even while we v/alk here on the earth. There 
is an atmosphere built of light and beauty and strength that harmonizes 
all that come in contact with it. 

?e are no longer overshadowed by the descending, burdening, perhaps de-
generate shadows of those who seek incarnation, Instead we are filled 
rith light beauty and the beauty of angel forms which identify them-
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selves with those who are absolutely pure and on the road to regeneration 
They are on their way conquering deathf and are equal unto the angels, as, . 
Jesus Christ has said, being worthy tha,t i,s able to attain the new world 
and the resurrection of the dead, because they" neither marry, nor are given 
in marriage; neither can-they die any more, that is, neither can they die 
second death, which means to be reborn in another incarnation. 

Conquering the three causes of birth, and their correspondent forms, as 
causes of marriage, the devotee is enabled to escape the same three 
causes that eventuate death. Not abiding iniignorance, one does not 
(1) drift helplessly into the way of death , nor can such be drawn by their 
(2) feeling nature into the invisible, nor are they the losers by a 
life of immolation upon the altar of (3) goodness and service in human-
ity, but are among those of whom it is written "He that loseth his life 
for my sake (in order to be the Chriat and the gospel (truth) shall save 
it. 

The first work in Regeneration is the healing of the of the organs of 
generation. As all the causation of the conditions in the body is men-
tal, one of the first things one must do is to learn the law of right 
thinking and right feeling. As long as there are fears concerning 
generation, and ignorance as to the meaning of it, and a sense of im-
purity connected with it, so long will these organs be more or less 
affected. The organs of generation are recording continually- (]) 
Our belief about purity, its power, presence and reality. (2) our be-
lief about the sex relation and (3) our belief about the fruit of our 
works, as to whether they are a success ,pr a failure. If any of these 
three beliefs isnot according to the highest, then the result is dis-
ease or disturbance in "Tine body, especially in the generative region. 

The candidate for regeneration must be throughly embued and possessed with t 
thought of purity. Purity is the recognition of but one and that one is 
all together good. Purity signifies without any mixture and when the 
sense of goodness is without any sense of evil in it, then this one is said 
have a pure mind. When the consciousness in the heart is of one only, 
and that one, good; that is a pure heart. "Blessed are the pure in heart" 
because they see only God, the One who is pure in everyone; and it is that 
One, who is thinking and feeling when the Truth takes hold upon us, and 
we believe that Good is all there really is. Since God is the only pre-
sense and the only actor in all action, we must believe there is no real 
presence to impurity, and that no act is impure of itself. 

"There is nothing unclean of itself." 
"To the pure all things are pure." 

The high and holy One is the power back of every action, therefore we 
must see that high and holy One in the sex-act. Our eyes must be so 
pure, that we cannot see- anything unclean in anyone's actions or words ore 
thoughts or feelings. -'.;--'' 
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This is Annie Militz philosophy on Generation and Regeneration. On th 
followirupages is the comparison of Fillmore views on the same subject 

Where Annie dealst with understanding our thoughts and feelings and th 
right comprehension of sex in the regards to generation and regenerati 
and our reaction toward towards such feeling in helping us to overcome 
incarnation. Mr Fillmore deals more with consciousness and the eleme 
that constitue consciousness. He base his decision more toward Life, 
substance and intelligence, to explain the phenomenon of generation an 
regeneration. Basically they are saying much the same thing. Ms. Mil 
goes however in a finer detail of explain$>^~he experiences that we en 
counter, our relationships and desires that have an impact on our abil 
to overcome future incarnations. 

• • k • 

t 
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Generative Live (Fillmore) 

The Law of generation is the mystery of mysteries in hximan consciousness.I 

Life in the phnenomenal world. 
A. Life is the .'.,. energy that proplels all forms to action. 

1. Life in the body is like electricity in a motor. 
a. as the engineer directs and regulates the electricity in a motor 

so the life in the "body has its engineer. * 
2. Life is not in itself intelligent. 

a. it requires the directive power of an entity that knows where and 
how to get the best results. 

"b. the engeneer of the life force in the body of man is the life eg 
this is the consciousness of life in the organism. 

fe ego is the most subtle abd most variable of all the powers of 

It is an animal force, and is designated in the Bible allegory as 
one of the "bests of the field." It presides over the life and 
generative function of the body, and because of its tendency to 
separate and segregate itself from the other bodily functions, it 
is called adversary. 

2 .^HI'is not evil necessarily but ibecause^pf the place and the central, 
pSle'of;-allCbodiiy "activity, its ̂tendency, is to centralize all action 
fjKpund v" ' './iis'corisciousness^ 

IT" .: 
3. In , its divine-natural relation, the life ego has its positive 

•pole " i n the top head, which is the "heaven" of man's consciousness. 
,iar. When personality gets active and begins to exercise in the higher 

or ; ' spiritual forces, the life ego becomes inflated with its own 
importance and falls from heaven (top head) to earth, or front brai 

U.Iln order to give man a body having life in itself, God had to endow hi 
'|W.th a focal life center, located in the generative organs. 

g This center of activity in the organism is also the seat of sen= 
sation, which is the most subtle and enticing of all factors that 
enter into being. 

§1. these qualities (sensation and generation) were necessary to man 
character, and without them he would not have been the complete 
representative, or image and likeness, of God. 

2. Ghd does not tempt man to break His law, but a „'great creat-
ive plan is being worked out in which the Deity is incarnating 
itself in its creation. 
a. This incarnation is called the Son of man; in man a wonderful 

being is in process of creation. 
1. this being is spiritual • . man, who will be equal with God, 
2. when he overcomes, or handles with wisdom and power, the 

faculties of the body. 
3. the body is the garden of Eden. 

m 

CJA*JT~ 
5. What . ,.r metaphysicians most is a comprehension of the factors that 

go to make up consciousness. 
a. discrimination, judgment, and self analysis. 

6. How do thought groups the different attributes of Being 
for on this combination depends the bringing forth of the 
ideal man. 

7. We must learn to watch our consciousness, its impulses and ci 
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8. desires as the chemist watches his solutions. 
We talk about God as life, love, intelligence, and substance, 
and about man as His manifestation, but when we come to describe 
that manifestation we "lump it off" as the" product of thought 

9.Man forms his own consciousness from the elements of God, and 
he alone is responsible for the results. 

10. Three factors enter into every coiasciousness'-intelligence, life 
substance. 
a. The harmonious combination of these factors requires the 

most carefpl attention of the ego, because it is here that 
all the discords of existence arise, 

11. In Scripture the divine life combined with divine substance is 
termed "the Lamb of God." 
a. this phrase carries the symbology of the Lamb *s purity, 

innocence, and guilelessness. 
b. its nature is to vivify with perpetual life all things that 

it touches. 
c. it knows only to give give unceasingly and eternally, with-

out restraint. 
d ??̂ i£4 does ;r nd't, car ry wisdom; •-thaLtii^anotb^Iauali.ty'ibfiBedLng,. 

wKich Jman^comprehends "from• avfdi'fferen-t^art-of;hislcorisciousnes 

12. Thfe;jpure life of God flows tnto^Mt^^c8^3^Q3^M^g^|^^goj|gj|^| 
sP&£A£^al. body,, and is s e n s e d ^ M & M 3 X S i i ^ ^ 
lofns.- v 
a. This is the"river" of water of life, bright as a crystal, 

preceeding out of the throne of God and of the Lamb." referred 
to in the 22d chapter of Rev. 

]3. Only those who have come into consciousness of the spiritual 
body can feel this holy stream of life. When the ego has found it, 
and laved in its cleansing currents, the extasy of Elysian 
realms is experienced. It cannot be described, because all 
the sensations of the mortal consciousness are coarse, compared 
with the transcendent sweetness and purity. 

]4, Many feel its thrills in part inasilent meditation or in re-
ligious enthusiasm, and are temporarily stimulated by its exquisite 
vibrations. Just here'is where the danger lies for those who 
have not brought out the other pole of Being -Intelligence. 

J 5 . The ego--through., ats; recognition of,--this life" s,tream,se£s..it,„~l-mw&f" 
flowing to every ;f acuity. ;Being'"b̂ 'rtiatiure„lf6̂ :mless/. the life 
streams takes'.'the^mold, and character^of "that into which'""it"'is 

Pou|jl;;;;:/it 
thouwi'ihis' failure to recognize the divine intelligence.^,which should 
shov^him how to use rt'in the*right*way, he • Tjiun.de rs .,,ahead«in»T 
his .ignorance,'?'and •.^^fl^a^^n^C^d^^SI^&iXS^Sco^thB foundation 
of the?world,,y ' -

http://Tjiun.de
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The greatest danger of perversion lies in the direction of the,«.carnal though 
f sex, because i't,,.is there that this pure ,%stream; has been most foully :^ 
pollutediby ignorance. Sex sensation has made a broken cistern of man's 
consciousness; for generations the life stream has been turned into this 
receptacle,sand lust has robbed the bodies of.. .the-whole race, making 
them mere/shells, void of life. The failing eye, ..the deaf ear, the 
festering.aof withering flesh, all bear testimony to this perversion of God's 
life. 

Yet men and women, otherwise applying good reason, continue their lustful _ . 
practices and at the same time wonder why God does not give them more 
life. 

They run here and there, seeking a restoring elixir for their failing 
powers; they call on God for help while they continue to squander His 
energy in lust.Man is male and female, which are qualities of mind-love and 

A. Every attempt to lower these divine attributes to the physical 
plane-meets with disaster. • — ~ 

B. Yet it is not unlawful to have bodily sensations in regeneration. 
1. A change in ideas must necessarily produce a change in the 

body, and there is a perfect response in every center of 
consciousness when Spiiit has been welcomed as the rightful 
inhabitant of the body. . 

2. The marriage mystically ̂ spoken ;of* in Scripture , and, in „ other ..„. 
sacred books, takes place .in the.consciousness; A 
a. it is a soul communion-of-the'two-in-one, more sweet than that 

between the most harmoniously mated man and woman. 
c. This eliminates sex in its outer manifestation. 

You must cleanse this pure steam in its outward..flow by destroying 
the carnal sense of sex. Persistently deny the,carnal belief in sex 
and realize that the life stream , which has been turned outward and named 
sex, is not of that character in its original purity , but is pure spirit-
ual life. 
This can be done only by the pwer of your word. Dcr not kill out the life 
manifesting through your body by denying it away entirely; deny away 
the sense of impurity with which the animal ego has clothed it. 

"To the pure all things are pure" does not mean that lasciviousness is 
pure, nor that the deifying of sexuality is pure. The purity is in 
knowing that behind and interior to these shadows is a pure substance 
that is of God, that must be seen by the eye of the pure. so long as your 
eyes sex and the indulgence thereof, on "any of its planes, yourcnot pure. 
You must become so mentally translucent that you see men and women as sexles 
beings-which they are in the spiritual consciousness. 

Sex lust is the father of death. James, in the ]st chapter of his epistle, 
gives its history in these words; "Then the lust, which it hath conceived, 
beareth sin; and the sin, when it is full-grown, bringeth forth death." 

Paul says'/to be~carnally minded is death" and Jesus, in the ]2th chapter of 


